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Recent work has aimed to better our understanding of phonological process interactions by
studying their formal and computational properties (e.g., Baković and Blumenfeld, 2017;
Chandlee et al., 2018; Oakden, 2021). Chandlee et al. (2018) show that all of the opaque
interaction types discussed by Baković (2007) have the computational property of input strict
locality (ISL). In their analyses this means that the combined map of the two processes can
be modeled with a single ISL function. For example, consider the two rules (1) a → b / c ,
and (2) d → a / c , which as ordered are in a counterfeeding on focus (CFF; McCarthy,
1999) interaction. Rule (2) creates an input for rule (1) (cd 7→ ca), but since the latter has
already applied it misses its chance and [ca] surfaces unchanged.

Figure 1 presents an ISL finite-state transducer for this interaction. (To improve readability
the /a/ state is arbitrarily chosen as the start state and the /b/ state is not shown. Single-
symbol transition labels indicate the identity map, x = x : x.) What makes the FST ISL is
that all transitions must lead to states matching their input side. The interaction is handled
by state /c/, from which each rule’s focus is addressed independently on separate transitions.
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Fig. 1: ISL FST for CFF

But Chandlee et al. (2018)’s result that CFF and six
other opaque interactions are ISL is incomplete in two
ways. One, some of these interactions are not necessarily
ISL, meaning they can be equally described with output
strictly local (OSL) functions (defined below). Two, other
interactions exist that are necessarily OSL and cannot be
modeled with ISL. An example is a combined bleeding
and feeding interaction as discussed by Baković (2011):

/tui/ /tiu/
V → ∅ / V ti tu
t → Ù / [−back] Ùi —

[Ùi] [tu]

In the derivation of /tui/ 7→ [Ùi], deletion feeds palatalization, but in the derivation of /tiu/
7→ [tu], deletion bleeds palatalization. This interaction can be modeled with an OSL FST, in
which the transitions lead to states that match their output side. This is shown in Figure 2
(note that the regressive nature of the rules is handled by reading the input string from right
to left). Deletion is achieved by outputting the empty string λ, but since the output string
hasn’t changed, the FST cannot advance to another state (i.e., it loops). As a result, the
first vowel read (tui, tiu) determines whether or not palatalization takes place.

An ISL FST does the opposite, as shown in Figure 3 (for readability the transitions between
states /t/ and /Ù/ are not shown). Because it follows the input, this time it is the last vowel
read (tui, tiu) that determines whether or not to palatalize. This instead corresponds to the
opposite rule ordering (i.e., counterbleeding + counterfeeding): /tui/ 7→ [ti], /tiu/ 7→ [Ùu].
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Fig. 2: OSL FST for B+F Fig. 3: ISL FST for B+F

This paper therefore ar-
gues that focusing only
on input strict local-
ity misses a larger gen-
eralization about opac-
ity and process interac-
tions, namely whether
or not they require
distinguishing underly-
ing from derived trig-
gers. OSL’s insis-
tence on transparency
causes an incorrect dis-
tinction between these
sets of triggers in cer-
tain cases, including (at

least) counterbleeding on environment (CBE) and counterfeeding on environment (CFE). In
CBE: (1) a → b / c , (2) c → d / e , (eca 7→ edb), an OSL function will fail to treat a
/c/ that surfaces as [d] as a trigger for rule (1), forcing a bleeding interaction and incorrectly
deriving *[eda]. And in CFE: (1) a → b / c , (2) d → c / e , (eda 7→ eca), an OSL
function will treat both underlying /c/ and a [c] derived from an underlying /d/ as triggers
of rule (1), forcing a feeding interaction and incorrectly deriving *[ecb]. These interactions
then are necessarily ISL. In contrast, those interactions that are both ISL and OSL are those
for which that distinction is irrelevant, because the triggers are fixed: CFF and CBF.

These results indicate that the difficulty opacity poses for non-derivational theories is not
necessarily due to their parallelism, as the single-map analyses neutralize the role of inter-
mediate representations and ordering. Rather, what appears to be necessary is access to
both input and output structure, such that the distinction between underlying and derived
triggers can be made when needed. In OT, for example, this could take the form of the
input-output ‘direct mapping’ constraints recently proposed by Hyman (2021) as a solution
to Kuki-Thaadow tonal opacity. The current paper offers computational support for such an
approach and adds to our understanding of the formal properties of process interactions.
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